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by Jim Daniels 
The Tenured Guy Calculates Salaries 
You've got a formula 
that figures in ass-kissing 
and grade inflation. The pal 
factor, the longevity factor, 
the padded vitae factor, 
the committee-wonk factor, 
the self-promoting factor, 
the gossip factor. the meeting-
attendance factor, the disagreeing-
with-the-Head factor. the parking lot 
factor and the cocktail factor, 
the lame-publication factor, the rest room-
stink factor, the chewing -too-loud factor. 
the jeans factor, the letter -to-the-editor factor, 
the faction factor, the miniskirt factor, 
the sportscar factor. the too-chummy-with-student 
factor, the not-chummy-enough factor, the dean-
and-provost-tennis-playing factor, the president's 
son factor, the rich-alumni factor, the simple 
royal pain-in-the-ass factor. Your raise: 2%. 
You wander the hallways. poking into offices, 
counting on your fingers. Adjusting 
for the cost of living. 
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